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I love the way you move on me
When the cool is rolling in again
Blowing through the open window
The sea is roaring in again
Oh will you turn over
And I'll lay here holding you near
Your head on my shoulder
And my heart beating soft in your ear
You have roamed inside my dreams
And I've always felt you living there
But now you stand in front of me
And I wonder how it is I'm scared
So long on my own
Do I know how to be with someone
How could I have forgotten it
Was I too long living alone
When God gave us lovers eyes
Oh, it all lit up from the earth to the sky
And down below, demons and shadows
All withered in the Light
For what was within our gaze
But a mirror coming out of the haze
You saw in me and I saw in you
Our souls
I love the way the dawn comes slowly
And crawls it's way through the night
Spreading gold dust on my garden
To bring this plot of earth alive
Shine into my shadows
Where it's cold and dark in there
I need every part of me
To be free and clear in the air
Then God gave us lovers eyes
Oh, it all lit up from the earth to the sky
And down below, demons and shadows
All withered in the Light
For what was within our gaze
But a mirror coming out of the haze
You saw in me and I saw in you
Our souls
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